In search of high-value care

Six steps that can help your team

By Marina Farah, MD, MHA

U.S. spending on health care is growing rapidly and expected to reach 19.7% of gross domestic product by 2026. In response, the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services and national organizations such as the American Board of Internal Medicine (ABIM) and the American College of Physicians (ACP) have launched initiatives to ensure that the value being delivered to patients is on par with the escalating cost of care.

Over the past 10 years, I have led and advised hundreds of small- and large-scale projects that focused on improving patient care quality and cost. Below, I share what I, along with other leaders in high-value care, have observed that it takes to implement successful and lasting improvements – for the benefit of patients and hospitals.
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Malpractice suits are less frequent – but more costly

By Alicia Gallegos

MDedge News

lawsuits against physicians declined across virtually all specialties by more than a quarter over a 10-year span, but the cost to manage legal challenges went up, a recent analysis finds.

From 2007 to 2016, the rate of claims fell by 27% per 100 doctors from 5.1 to 3.7, according to a review of 124,000 cases by CRICO Strategies, a division of CRICO, the medical liability insurance provider for the Harvard medical community. CRICO’s database of claims contains about 30% of legal cases filed against health providers across the United States.

For internists, the rate of lawsuits decreased by 39%, according to CRICO data provided to MDedge News. Ob.gyns. saw a 44% drop in claims over the 10-year period, and surgeons experienced a 23% rate decrease. Claims decreased by a combined 29% for cardiologists, dermatologists, endocrinologists, family physicians, gastroenterologists, hematologists/oncologists, hospitalists, infectious disease specialists, internists, nephrologists, neurologists, pulmonologists, and rheumatologists/immunologists, according to the report published on CRICO’s website.

The findings are consistent with prior research on claim trends, said Seth Seabury, PhD, a medical liability researcher and director of the Keck-Schaeffer Initiative for Population Health Policy at the University of Southern California, Los Angeles.

“Malpractice claim frequency has been falling pretty steadily for a while now, reflecting a number of factors including the widespread adoption of tort reform and other measures to shield physicians from malpractice risk,” Dr. Seabury said in an interview. “Interestingly, the decline seems greatest in the claims with lower potential stakes as you see average indemnity holding flat or rising. Some of this likely reflects the unwillingness of attorneys to take cases with lower potential payouts because of the high cost of litigating a malpractice case."

However, the price of defending a malpractice lawsuit has risen an average of 3.5% annually over the 10-year period from $36,000 to $46,000. For cases that ended with no payment (indemnity) to plaintiffs, the cost to manage a case rose an average of 5% annually.

These trends in such expenses are striking, particularly since the time to resolve cases has decreased, said Michelle Mello, PhD, a health research and policy professor at Stanford (Calif.) University. From 2007 to 2016, the average time to resolve a case dropped from 29 to 27 months. “CRICO nods to disclosure and apology approaches as perhaps underlying the more encouraging trend in time to resolution, but it was surprising to me that such approaches have not translated into lower defense costs,” Dr. Mello said in an interview. “In particular, a lot is still being spent to manage cases that never result in a payment to the patient. My hope was that, as hospitals got better at communicating with patients about adverse events, including the fact that about three-quarters of them are not due to substandard care, there would be fewer claims involving such events and also less money spent dealing with such claims when they do arise.”

For cases that do end in payment, high payouts are on the rise. Cases that ended in payments of $1 million or more increased 4% over the 10-year time frame, while payments of $3 million to $11 million increased 7% annually. Cases that ended in payment lower than $1 million dropped over the 10-year span. “It’s hard to say exactly why high payouts are on the rise as payout levels reflect a number of factors … that can be difficult to disentangle,” Dr. Seabury said. “But it is probably concerning for doctors in the sense that, while claims are becoming less likely, when they do happen, it could be more catastrophic in the sense of having large damages that exceed the policy limit.”
Embracing an executive leadership role
Dr. Bryce Gartland says hospitalists thrive as leaders

By Larry Beresford

Bryce Gartland, MD, was working as a full-time hospitalist at Emory University Hospital in Atlanta when hospital administrators first started asking him to take on administrative roles, such as clinical site director or medical director of care coordination.

Today, Dr. Gartland is hospital group president and cochief of clinical operations for Emory Healthcare, with responsibility for overall performance and achievement across all 11 Emory hospitals. In that role, he keeps his eyes open for similar talent and leadership potential in younger physicians.

Following internal medicine residency at Cedars-Sinai Medical Center in Los Angeles, Dr. Gartland moved into a traditional private practice setting in Beverly Hills. “Two years later, my wife and I decided to move back to my home town of Atlanta. This was 2005 and hospital medicine was a nascent movement in health care. I was intrigued, and Emory had a strong hospitalist program based in a major academic medical setting, which has since grown from approximately 20 physicians to over 120 across seven hospitals,” he said.

Senior leaders at Emory recognized something in Dr. Gartland and more administrative offers were forthcoming. “After a year of practicing at Emory, the system’s chief financial officer knocked on my door to ask if I would be interested in becoming medical director for care coordination. This role afforded me tremendous opportunities to get involved in clinical/administrative activities at Emory—utilization review, hospice and palliative care, transitions of care, interface with managed care organizations. The role was very rewarding. In some ways, I became a kind of chief translator at the hospital for anything clinical that also had financial implications,” he recalled.

“Then we went through a reorganization, and I was offered the opportunity to step into the chief operating officer position at Emory University Hospital. Shortly thereafter, there was leadership turnover within the division of hospital medicine, and I was asked by the CEO of Emory Healthcare and chair of the department of medicine to serve as section head for hospital medicine.” Dr. Gartland wore both of those hats for about 2 years, later becoming the CEO of Emory University Hospital and two other facilities within the system. He was appointed to his current position as hospital group president and cochief of clinical operations for Emory Healthcare in 2018.

Consumed with administrative responsibilities, he largely had to step away from patient care, although with mixed emotions. “Over the years, I worked hard to maintain a strong clinical role, but the reality is that, if you are not delivering patient care routinely, it’s difficult to practice at the highest level of current medical practice,” he said. Nonetheless, Dr. Gartland tries to keep a hand in patient care by routinely rounding with hospitalist teams and attending care conferences.

Fixing the larger health care system
“I am a huge supporter of more physicians becoming actively engaged in administrative positions in health care. They are key to helping us best fix the larger health care system,” Dr. Gartland said. “However, we’ve all seen clinicians drafted into administrative positions who were not great administrators. One needs to be bilingual in both medicine and business. While some skills, such as strong communication, may cross over, it’s important to recognize that clinical strength and success do not necessarily equate to administrative achievement.”

Dr. Gartland also believes in the importance of mentorship in developing future leaders and in seeking and engaging mentors from other disciplines outside of one’s own specialty. “I’ve been fortunate to have a number of mentors who saw something in me and supported investment in my personal and professional development. I am now fortunate to be in the position to give back by mentoring a number of younger hospitalists who are interested in growing their nonclinical roles.”

“One bit of advice from a mentor that really resonated with me was: Don’t let the urgent get in the way of the important,” Dr. Gartland said. “Life is busy and full of urgent day-to-day fires. It’s important to take the time to pause and consider where you are going and what you are doing to enhance your career development. Are you getting the right kinds of feedback?” He explained that a coach or mentor who can provide constructive feedback is important and is something he has relied upon throughout his own professional development.

Learning business by different paths
Dr. Gartland did not pursue formal business training before the administrative opportunities started to multiply for him at Emory, although in college he had a strong interest in both business and medicine and at one time contemplated going into either.

“Over the years, my mentors have given me a lot of advice, one of which was that a medical degree can be a passport to a lot of different career paths, with real opportunities for merging business and medicine,” he said.

He has since intentionally pursued business training opportunities wherever they came up, such as courses offered by the American College of Physician Executives (now the American Association for Physician Leadership). “At one point, I considered going back to college in an MBA program, but that’s when John Fox—then Emory Healthcare’s CEO—called and said he wanted to send me to the Harvard Business School’s Managing Health Care Delivery executive education program, with an Emory team comprising the chief nurse executive, chief of human resources, and CEO for one of our hospitals.” Harvard’s roughly 9-month program involves 3 weeks on campus with assignments between the on-campus visits.

“In my current role as hospital group president, I have direct responsibility for our hospitals’ and system’s clinically essential services such as radiology, laboratory, pharmacy, and perioperative medicine. I also still serve as CEO for Emory University Hospital while we recruit my replacement,” Dr. Gartland said. “Overall, my work time breaks down roughly into thirds. One-third is spent on strategy and strategic initiatives—such as organizational and program design. Our system recently acquired a large community health system whose strategic and operational integration I am actively leading.”

Another third of his time is focused on operations, and the final third is focused on talent management and development. “People are truly the most valuable asset any organization has, particularly in health care,” he noted. “Being intentional about organizational design, coaching, and supporting the development and deployment of talent at all levels of the organization helps everyone achieve their full potential. It is one of the most important roles a leader can play.”

Dr. Gartland said that Emory is committed to Lean-based management systems, using both horizontal and vertical strategies for process improvement and waste reduction, with implementation beginning in urology, transplant, and heart and vascular services. Experts say Lean success starts at the very top, and Emory and Dr. Gartland are all in.

“These types of changes are measured in 5- to 7-year increments or more, not in months. We believe this is key to creating the best workplace to support the highest quality experience, and value in health care delivery. It creates and supports the right culture within an organization, and we have made the commitment to following that path,” he said.

Recognizing leadership potential
What does Dr. Gartland look for in physicians with leadership potential?

“Are you someone who collaborates well?” he asked. “Someone who raises your hand at meetings or gets engaged with the issues? Do you volunteer to take on assignments? Are you someone with a balanced perspective, system minded in
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Nontraditional specialty physicians supplement hospitalist staffing

More HMGs cover inpatient and ED settings

Dr. Sites is the executive medical director of acute medicine at Providence St. Joseph Health, Portland, Ore., and a member of SHM’s Practice Analysis Committee. She leads the hospital medicine programs and is involved in strategy development and alignment of acute inpatient medicine services at eight member hospitals. She has been a practicing hospitalist for 20 years and volunteers on medical mission trips to Guatemala annually.

By Carolyn A. Sites, DO

Our profession continues to experience steady growth, and demand for hospitalist physicians exceeds supply. In a recent article in The Hospitalist, Andrew White, MD, SFHM, highlighted the fact that most hospital medicine groups (HMGs) are constantly recruiting and open positions are not uncommon. When we think about recruitment and staffing, I bet many of us think principally of physicians trained in internal medicine, family medicine, and pediatrics. Yet, to help meet demand for hospital-based clinicians, HMGs sometimes turn to physicians certified in emergency medicine, critical care, geriatric medicine, palliative care, and other fields.

To gain a better understanding of the diversity within our profession, the Society of Hospital Medicine’s State of Hospital Medicine survey asked HMGs whether they employ at least one physician in these various specialties. Results published in the recently released 2018 State of Hospital Medicine (SoHM) Report show significant differences among groups, affected by location, group size, and type of employer.

At the core of our profession are physicians trained in internal medicine, present in 99.2% of adult medicine HMGs throughout the United States. No surprise given that our field was founded by internists and remains a popular career choice for IM residency graduates. Family physicians follow, with the highest percentage of groups employing at least one FP located in the southern United States at 70.3% and lowest in the west at 54.7%. Small-sized groups – fewer than 10 full-time equivalents (FTEs) – were also more likely to employ FPs.

This speaks to the challenge – often faced by smaller hospitals – of covering both adult and pediatric patient populations and limited workforce availability. Pediatrics- and internal medicine/pediatrics–trained physicians help meet this need and were prevalent within small-sized groups. Another distinction found in the report is that, while 92.1% of multistate hospitalist management companies employed family physicians, only 28.8% of academic university settings did so. Partly because of Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education requirements for IM-certified teaching attending for internal medicine residents, FP and other specialties are filling some non–teaching hospitalist positions within our academic programs.

What may be surprising is that emergency medicine and critical care had the largest increase in representation in hospital medicine. The two specialties showed similar growth trends, with a larger presence in the South and Midwest states and 56% of multistate hospitalist management companies employing them. Small- to medium-sized groups of up to 20 FTEs were also more likely to have physicians from these fields, with up to 44% of groups doing so. This is a significant change from 2016, when less than 3.4% of all HMGs overall had a physician certified in emergency or critical care medicine.

This finding seems to coincide with the growth in hospital medicine groups who are covering both ED and inpatient services. For small and rural hospitals, it has become necessary and beneficial to have physicians capable of covering both clinical settings.

Contrast this with geriatric medicine and palliative care. Here, we saw these two specialties to be present in our academic institutions at 26.8% and 22.5%, respectively. Large-sized HMGs were more likely to employ them, whereas their presence in multistate management groups or private multispecialty/primary care groups was quite low. Compared with our last survey in 2016, their overall prevalence in HMGs hasn’t changed significantly. Whether this will be different in the future with our aging population will be interesting to follow.

Published biannually, the SoHM report provides insight into these and other market-based dynamics that shape hospital medicine. The demand for hospital-based clinicians and the demands of acute inpatient care are leading to the broad and inclusive nature of hospital medicine. Our staffing will continue to be met not only by internal medicine and family medicine physicians but also through these other specialties joining our ranks and adding diversity to our profession.
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Intensive Caring for a Continued Recovery

When patients are discharged from a traditional hospital they often need continued care. Care that’s led by physicians and offers the extended recovery time that critically, chronically ill patients need.

Our interdisciplinary teams feature daily physician oversight, ICU/CCU-level staffing and specially-trained caregivers striving to improve outcomes, reduce costly readmissions and help patients reach their potential.

To learn more about Kindred Hospitals and the success of our patients visit us at www.kindredhospitals.com.
High-value care

A brief history of high-value care
When compared with other wealthy countries, the United States spends disproportionately more money on health care. In 2016, U.S. health care spending was $3.3 trillion, or $10,348 per person. Hospital care alone was responsible for a third of health spending and amounted to $1.1 trillion in 2016. By 2026, national health spending is projected to reach $5.7 trillion.

In response to escalating health care costs, CMS and other payers have shifted toward value-based reimbursements that tie payments to health care facilities and clinicians to their performance on selected quality, cost, and efficiency measures. For example, under the CMS Merit-based Incentive Payment System (MIPS), 5% of clinicians’ revenue in 2020 is tied to their 2018 performance in four categories: Quality, Cost, Improvement Activities, and Promoting Interoperability. The percentage of revenue at risk will increase to 9% in 2022, based on 2020 performance.

Rising health care costs put a burden not just on the federal and state budgets, but on individual and family budgets as well. Out-of-pocket spending grew 3.9% in 2016 to $3,525 billion and is expected to increase in the future. High health care costs rightfully bring into question the value individual consumers of health care services are getting in return. If value is defined as the level of benefit achieved for a given cost, what is high-value care? The 2011 Institute of Medicine report defined high-value care as “the best care for the patient, with the optimal result for the circumstances, delivered at the right price.” It goes beyond a set of quality and cost measures used by payers to affect provider reimbursement and is driven by day-to-day individual providers’ decisions that affect individual patients’ outcomes and their cost of care.

High-value care has been embraced by national organizations. In 2012, the ABIM Foundation launched the Choosing Wisely initiative to support and promote conversations between clinicians and patients in choosing care that is truly necessary, supported by evidence, and free from harm. The result was an evidence-based list of recommendations from 540 specialty societies, including the Society of Hospital Medicine. The SHM – Adult Hospital Medicine list features the following “Five things physicians and patients should question”:

- Do not prescribe medications for stress ulcer prophylaxis to medical inpatients unless at high risk for GI complications.
- Avoid transfusions of red blood cells for arbitrary hemoglobin or hematocrit thresholds and in the absence of symptoms of active coronary disease, heart failure, or stroke.
- Do not order continuous telemetry monitoring outside of the ICU without using a protocol that governs continuation.
- Do not perform repetitive CBC and chemistry testing in the face of clinical and lab stability.
- Do not order diagnostic testing for patients in hospital medicine.

The ACP launched a high-value care initiative that offers learning resources for clinicians and medical educators, clinical guidelines, and best practice advice. In 2012, a work group of internists convened by ACP developed a list of 37 clinical situations in which medical tests are commonly used but do not provide high value.

Seven of those situations are applicable to adult hospital medicine.

High-value care today: What the experts say
More than 5 years later, what progress have hospitalists made in adopting high-value care practices? To answer this and other questions, I reached out to three national experts in high-value care in hospital medicine: Amit Pahwa, MD, assistant professor of medicine and pediatrics at Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, and a course director of “Topics in interdisciplinary medicine: High-value health care”; Christopher Petrilli, MD, clinical assistant professor in the department of medicine at New York University Langone Health and clinical lead, Manhattan campus, value-based management; and Charlie Wray, DO, MS, assistant professor of medicine at the University of California, San Francisco and a coauthor of an article on high-value care in hospital medicine published recently in the Journal of General Internal Medicine.

The experts agree that awareness of high-value care among practicing physicians and medical trainees has increased in the last few years. Major professional publications have highlighted the topic, including the Journal of Hospital Medicine’s “Things We Do For No Reason” series, JAMA’s “Teachable Moments,” and the American Journal of Medicine’s recurring column dedicated to high-value care practice. Leading teaching institutions have built high-value care curricula as a part of their medical student and resident training. However, widespread adoption has been slow and sometimes difficult.

The barriers to adoption of high-value practices among hospitalists are numerous and deeply rooted in historical practices and culture. As Dr. Petrilli said, the “culture of overordering [diagnostic tests] is hard to break.” Hospitalists may not have well-developed relationships with patients, or time to explain why some tests or treatments are unnecessary. There is a lack of cost transparency, including the cost of the tests themselves and the downstream costs of additional tests and follow-ups. The best intended interventions fail to produce durable change unless they are seamlessly integrated into a hospitalist’s daily work flow.

Six steps to implementing a successful high-value care initiative
What can hospitalists do to improve the value of care they provide to their patients and hospital partners?

1. Identify high-value care opportunities at your hospital.
Dr. Wray pointed out that “all high-value care is local.” Start by looking at the national guidelines and talking to your senior clinical leaders and colleagues. Review your hospital data to identify opportunities and understand the root causes, including variability among providers.

If you choose to analyze and present provider-specific data, first be transparent on why you are doing that. Your goal is not to tell physicians how to practice or to score them, but instead, to promote adoption of evidence-based high-value care by identifying and discussing provider practice variations, and to generate possible solutions. Second, make sure that the data you present is credible and trustworthy by clearly outlining the data source, time frame, sample size per provider, any inclusion and exclusion criteria, attribution logic, and severity adjustment methodology. Third, expect initial pushback as transparency and change can be scary. But most doctors are inherently competitive and will want to be the best at caring for their patients.

2. Assemble the team.
Identify an executive sponsor – a senior clinical executive (for example, the chief medical officer or vice president of medical affairs) whose role is to help engage stakeholders, secure resources, and remove barriers. When assembling the rest of the team...
4. Engage providers. You may design the best solution, but it will not succeed unless it is embraced by others. To engage providers, you must clearly communicate why the change is urgently needed for the benefit of their patients, hospital, or community.

“For engage providers, you must clearly communicate why the change is urgently needed for the benefit of their patients, hospital, or community.”

You may share your hospital’s urinary catheter device utilization ratio (number of indwelling catheter days/number of patient days) against national benchmarks, or the impact on hospital catheter–associated urinary tract infections (CAUTI) rates to appeal to the physicians’ minds. Often, data alone are not enough to move people to action. You must appeal to their hearts by sharing stories of real patients whose lives were affected by preventable CAUTI. Leverage physicians’ competitive nature by using provider-specific data to compare against their peers to spark discussion.

5. Evaluate impact. Even before you implement a solution, select metrics to measure impact and set SMART (specific, measurable, achievable, relevant, and time-bound) goals. As your implementation moves forward, do not let up or give up—continue to evaluate impact, remove barriers, refine your solution to get back on track if needed, and constantly communicate to share ongoing project results and lessons learned.

6. Sustain improvements. Sustainable improvements require well-designed solutions integrated into provider work flow, but that is just the first step. Once you demonstrate the impact, consider including the metric (for example, telemetry or urinary catheter utilization) in your team and/or individual provider performance dashboard, regularly reviewing and discussing performance during your team meetings to maintain engagement, and if needed, making improvements to get back on track.

Successful adoption of high-value care practices requires a disciplined approach to design and implement solutions that are patient centered, evidence based, data driven, and integrated in provider work flow.

Dr. Farah is a hospitalist, Physician Advisor, and Lean Six Sigma Black Belt. She is a performance improvement consultant based in Corvallis, Ore., and a member of The Hospitalist’s editorial advisory board.
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Top 10 things physician advisors want hospitalists to know

By Sarguni Singh, MD, FHM; Hemali Patel, MD; Deb Anoff, MD, FHM; Sarah A. Stella, MD, FHM

The practice of hospital medicine is rapidly changing. Higher-acuity patients are being admitted to hospitals already struggling with capacity, and hospitalists are being instructed to pay attention to length of stay, improve their documentation and billing, and participate in initiatives to improve hospital throughput, all while delivering high-quality patient care.

As hospitalists and SHM members who are also physician advisors, we have a unique understanding of these pressures. In this article, we answer common questions we receive from hospitalists regarding utilization management, care coordination, clinical documentation, and Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services regulations.

Why do physician advisors exist, and what do they do?

A physician advisor is hired by the hospital to act as a liaison between the hospital administration, clinical staff, and support personnel in order to ensure regulatory compliance, advise physicians on medical necessity, and assist hospital leadership in meeting overall organizational goals related to the efficient utilization of health care services.

Given their deep knowledge of hospital systems and processes, and ability to collaborate and teach, hospitalists are well positioned to serve in this capacity. Our primary goal as physician advisors is to help physicians continue to focus on the parts of medicine they enjoy by helping to demystify complex regulatory requirements and by creating streamlined processes to make following these requirements easier.

Why does this matter?

We understand that regulatory and hospital systems issues such as patient class determination, appropriate clinical documentation, and hospital throughput and capacity management can feel tedious, and sometimes overwhelming, to busy hospitalists. While it is easy to attribute these problems solely to hospitals’ desire for increased revenue, these issues directly impact the quality of care we provide to their patients.

In addition, our entire financial system is predicated on appropriate health care resource utilization, financial reimbursement, demonstration of medical acuity, and our impact on the care of a patient. Thus, our ability to advocate for our patients and for ourselves is directly connected with this endeavor. Developing a working knowledge of regulatory and systems issues allows hospitalists to be more engaged in leadership and negotiations and allows us to advocate for resources we deem most important.

Why are clinical documentation integrity teams so important?

Accurately and specifically describing how sick your patients are helps ensure that hospitals are reimbursed appropriately, coded data are accurate for research purposes, quality metrics are attributed correctly, and patients receive the correct diagnoses.

Clarification of documentation and/or addressing “clinical validity” of a given diagnosis (e.g., acute hypoxic respiratory failure requires both hypoxia and respiratory distress) may support an increase or result in a decrease in hospital reimbursement. For example, if the reason for a patient’s admission is renal failure, renal failure with true acute hypoxic respiratory failure will be reimbursed at a rate 40% higher than renal failure without the documentation of other conditions that reflect how ill the patient really is. The patient with acute hypoxic respiratory failure (or other major comorbid condition) is genuinely sicker, thus requiring more time (length of stay) and resources (deserved higher reimbursement).

What is the two-midnight rule, and why does it matter?

In October of 2013, the CMS initiated the two-midnight rule, which states a Medicare patient can be an “inpatient” class if the admitting provider determines that 1) the patient requires medically necessary care which cannot be provided outside the hospital and 2) the patient is expected to stay at least 2 midnights in the hospital.

If, at the time of admission, an admitting provider thinks it is likely that the patient may be discharged prior to 2 midnights, then outpatient care with “observation” designation is appropriate. Incorrect patient class assignment may result in significant adverse consequences for hospitals, including improper patient billing, decreased hospital reimbursement, substantial risk for external auditing, violation of Medicare conditions of participation, and even loss of accreditation.

Who can I talk to if I disagree with the class assigned to my patient?

The Utilization Management team typically consists of nurses and physician advisors specifically trained in UM. This team functions as a liaison between providers and payers (particularly Medicare and Medicaid) regarding medical necessity, appropriateness of care received, and efficiency of health care services.

When it comes to discussions about patient class, start by learning more about why the determination was made. The most common reason for patient class disagreements is simply that the documentation does not reflect the severity of illness or accurately reflect the care the patient is receiving. Your documentation should communicate that your patient needs services that only the hospital can provide, and/or they need monitoring that must be done in the hospital to meet the medical necessity criteria that CMS requires for a patient to be “inpatient” class.

If you disagree with a determination provided by the UM nurse and/or physician advisor, then the case will be presented to the hospital UM committee for further review. Two physicians from the UM committee must review the case and provide their own determinations of patient status, and whichever admission determination has two votes is the one that is appropriate.

How do I talk to patients about class determinations?

An AARP Bulletin article from 2012 advised patients to “ask [their] own doctor whether observation status is justified.” Patients should be informed that providers understand the implications of patient class determinations and are making these decisions as outlined by CMS.

We recommend informing patients that the decision about whether a patient is “inpatient” or “outpatient with observation” class is complex and involves taking into consideration a patient’s medical history, the severity of their current medical condition, need for diagnostic testing, and degree of health resource utilization, as well as a provider’s medical opinion of the risk of an adverse event occurring.

Continued on following page
Treating patients during disasters raises liability

AAP guidance useful for pediatric hospitalists

By Alicia Gallegos
MDedge News

The American Academy of Pediatrics has released new guidance about how pediatric hospitalists can protect themselves from liability risks when caring for children during disasters.

In a 2019 technical report, the AAP outlines common claims that can arise when treating children during disasters and how certain circumstances can force you to deviate from routine medical practices. In an accompanying policy statement by the AAP committee on medical liability and risk management, recommendations are offered for how to prepare for and prevent such legal risks.

During disasters, liability dangers can increase when circumstances “de- volve into an environment of limited choices for both patients and providers,” and you have fewer treatment options available, according to the guidance authored by a team led by Robin L. Altman, MD, FAAP, chief of general pediatrics and hospital medicine at Boston Children’s Hospital.

Common claims that stem from treating patients during disasters are negligence, abandonment, and lack of informed consent. The AAP technical report offers examples of how these accusations can occur; including:

• When during a disaster, you are forced to alter treatment because of scarce medical supplies or equipment, you may later be accused of negligence if the patient’s outcome is negatively affected by the modified treatment.
• When a disaster progresses to overwhelming conditions, and you must practice in an altered health care environment that demands atypical actions, such actions may later be questioned and be accused of providing suboptimal care. Documentation of medical decision making for instance, a primary defense for one’s actions, may be compromised because of an inoperable electronic medical record. Similarly, past medical history may be unavailable, which may impact the appropriateness of care provision.
• In chaotic conditions, you may have to stop treating some patients to focus your time and resources elsewhere, which may lead to an abandonment claim. A unilateral termination of a physician-patient relationship – without proper patient notice – when treatment is still required. An abandonment claim also may arise when you have to make decisions in extreme conditions about which patients to transfer or evacuate first and whom to leave behind.
• With medical care for children during disasters, a lack of informed consent can arise if appropriate parental permission is unattainable. This may result from families that are separated or displaced children in need of medical care.
• Other claims that can arise from providing care during disasters include HIPAA breaches, licensing violations, discrimination claims, and Emergency Medical Treatment and Labor Act (EMTALA) violations.

To reduce liability risks, you should strive to understand liability risks and limitations during disasters and take steps to mitigate them by drafting a disaster-readiness plan. The plan should include provider and staff education on improving medical care during disasters and how best to document medical decisions made in disaster-affected health care environments. Proactively identifying obstacles to care during disasters also is key. You can use AAP division of state government affairs as a resource; it can provide current information on disaster liability in the different states.

You also should understand potential limits to your medical malpractice insurance coverage during disasters and take steps to add coverage for identified gaps. AAP recommends that you advocate for your health center to have active disaster plans that cover children’s needs and for your hospital to conduct regular drills that test pediatric capabilities. Throughout the guidelines, the AAP calls on the U.S. Department of Health & Human Services to review current state and federal liability laws, and for the agency to recommend new laws that address disaster-response liability protections for doctors. HHS also should assess the liability coverage needs of physicians during crisis times and take action to reduce inconsistencies in state malpractice protections for volunteer physicians and nonvolunteer physicians, according to AAP.

The AAP policy statement is timely because of the number of recent disasters in the United States.

Citing the Federal Emergency Management Agency, Dr. Altman said there were 59 major disaster declarations and 16 emergency declarations in 2017, along with more than 300 mass-shooting incidents and more than 110 other man-made disasters such as fires and industrial accidents.

Disaster conditions can result in pediatric health care providers being faced with the need to address medical conditions outside of their scope of training and experience, without access to the usual fund of patient history and background information, without the usual input or consent from parents or guardians, without the usual assistance of data such as laboratory values or physiologic monitoring, and without knowledge of how long dire conditions will last,” Dr. Altman said. “In addition, this can occur within the backdrop of one’s own physical exhaustion, concerns for the safety of one’s own family members, and the risk of loss of valuable and expensive professional property and supplies.”

Dr. Altman
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Is it true that observation patients receive higher hospital bills?
It is a common misperception that a designation of “observation” class means that a patient’s medical bill will be higher than “inpatient” class. In 2016, CMS changed the way observation class patients are billed so that, in most scenarios, patients do not receive a higher hospital bill when placed in “observation” class.

How do I approach a denial from a payer?
Commercial payers review all hospitalizations for medical necessity and appropriateness of care received during a patient’s hospitalization. If you receive notice that all or part of your patient’s hospital stay was denied coverage, you have the option of discussing the case with the medical director of the insurance company – this is called a peer-to-peer discussion.

We recommend reviewing the patient’s case and your documentation of the care you provided prior to the peer to peer, especially since these denials may come weeks to months after you have cared for the patient. Begin your conversation by learning why the insurance company denied coverage of the stay and then provide an accurate portrayal of the acuity of illness of the patient, and the resources your hospital used in caring for them.

How can care management help with “nonmedical” hospitalizations?
Care managers are your allies for all patients, especially those with complex discharge needs. Often patients admitted for “nonmedical” reasons do not have the ability to discharge to a skilled nursing facility, long-term care facility, or home due to lack of insurance coverage or resources and/or assistance. Care managers can help you creatively problem solve and coordinate care. Physician advisors are your allies in helping create system-level interventions that might avert some of these “nonmedical” admissions. Consider involving both care managers and physician advisors early in the admission.

How can hospitals get involved?
According to CMS, the decision on “whether patients will require further treatment as hospital inpatients or if they are able to be discharged from the hospital... can typically be made in less than 48 hours, usually in less than 24 hours.” In reality, this is not black and white. The “2 middnights” has brought a host of new challenges for hospitals, hospitalists, and patients to navigate. SHM released an Observation White Paper in 2017 challenging the status quo and proposing comprehensive observation reform.

We encourage hospital medicine providers to more routinely engage with their institutional physician advisors and consider joining the SHM Public Policy Committee to become more involved in advocacy, and/or consider becoming a physician advisor.
Reducing sepsis

Joint Commission develops targeted tool

The CDC estimates that 1.7 million people in the United States acquire sepsis annually; sepsis accounts for nearly 270,000 patient deaths per year.

Decreasing mortality and improving patient outcomes requires early detection and appropriate timely treatment. The Joint Commission Center for Transforming Healthcare’s recent sepsis project demonstrated this by analyzing root causes and reducing sepsis mortality with five leading hospitals by an aggregate of nearly 25%.

"Most organizations can tell you how they are doing with regard to whether or not they are ordering lactates or fluids, but many can’t tell you where in the process these elements are failing," said Kelly Barnes, Black Belt III, Joint Commission Center for Transforming Healthcare. "For instance, is the issue in ordering lactates, drawing lactates, or getting the results of lactates in a timely manner? The key is to understand where in the process things are breaking down to identify what solutions an organization needs to put in place."

During the Joint Commission project, one organization found that patients had inadequate fluid resuscitation due to staff fear of fluid overload, while another organization found they had issues with fluids being disconnected when patients were taken for tests and then not re-connected – different problems that needed different solutions.

The Joint Commission Center for Transforming Healthcare is currently developing a Targeted Solutions Tool (TST), scheduled for release in 2019, to help organizations determine their issues with sepsis recognition and barriers to meeting sepsis bundle element requirements and implement targeted solutions to address their specific issues.
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Bringing hospitalist coverage to critical access hospitals

Telemedicine may expand capabilities

"As a hospitalist, I believe that my specialty improves care for in-patients," said Ethan Kuperman, MD, MS, FHM, clinical associate professor of medicine at University of Iowa Health Care in Iowa City. "I want hospitalists involved with as many hospitals as possible because I believe we will lead to better patient outcomes."

But, he adds, it’s not feasible to place dedicated hospitalists in every rural hospital in the United States – especially those running far below the average hospital census. "As a university, academic hospitalist, I wanted to make sure that the innovations and knowledge of the University of Iowa could penetrate into the greater community, and I wanted to strengthen the continuity of care between our partners in rural Iowa and our physical location in Iowa City," he said.

Enter the virtual hospitalist: A telemedicine "virtual hospitalist" may expand capabilities at a fractional cost of an on-site provider.

Dr. Kuperman’s 6-month pilot program provided "virtual hospitalist" coverage to patients at a critical access hospital in rural Iowa.

"Our rural partners want to ensure that they are providing high-quality care within their communities and aren’t transferring patients without a good indication to larger centers," he said. "For patients, this program means more of them can remain in their communities, surrounded by their families. I don’t think the virtual hospitalist program delivers equivalent care to the university hospital – I think we deliver better care because of that continuity with local providers and the ability of patients to remain in contact with their support structures."

The study concludes that the virtual hospitalist model increased the percentage of ED patients who could safely receive their care locally, and a single virtual hospitalist may be able to cover multiple critical access hospitals simultaneously.

“We have the technology to deliver hospitalist expertise to rural hospitals through telehealth in a way that benefits patients, rural hospitals, and academic hospitals,” he said.

Reference


Quick Byte: Hope for heart failure patients

Repairing the mitral valve

A new device shows promise for heart failure patients, according to a recent study.

In a trial, 614 patients with severe heart failure were randomly assigned to receive standard medical treatment and a MitraClip, which helps repair the damaged mitral valve, or to receive medical treatment alone.

Among those who received only medical treatment, 151 were hospitalized for heart failure in the ensuing 2 years and 61 died. Among those who got the device, 92 were hospitalized for heart failure during the same period and 28 died.
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SHM’s Glycemic Control Program

Join over 100 sites to optimize glycemic control and minimize hyperglycemia.

SHM’s glycemic control data center allows sites to track their performance through customizable reports and monitors the initiative’s progress allowing glycemic management teams to demonstrate effectiveness to hospital administration.

To set up a demo or learn more, contact Sara Platt at splatt@hospitalmedicine.org.

hospitalmedicine.org/gc
Breaking the high-utilization cycle

Hospitalists know that a small percentage of patients account for a disproportionately large percentage of overall health care spending, much of which comes from inpatient admissions. Many programs have been developed around the country to work with this population, and most of these programs are – appropriately – outpatient based.

“However, a subset of frequently admitted patients either don’t make it to outpatient care or are unengaged with outpatient care and programs, for whom hospital stays can give us a unique opportunity to coordinate and streamline care, and to build trust that can then lead to increased patient engagement,” said Kirstin Knox, MD, PhD, of the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia, and lead author of an abstract describing a method to address this challenge. “Our program works with these patients; the outliers among the outliers’ to re-engage them in care, streamline admissions, coordinate inpatient and outpatient care, and address the underlying barriers/drivers that lead to frequent hospitalization.”

Their program designed and implemented a multidisciplinary intervention targeting the highest utilizers on their inpatient general medicine service. Each was assigned an inpatient continuity team, and the patient case was then presented to a multidisciplinary high-utilizer care committee that included physicians, nurses, and social workers, as well as representatives from a community health worker program, home care, and risk management to develop a care plan. Analysis comparing the 6 months before and after intervention showed admissions and total hospital days were reduced by 55% and 47%, respectively, and 30-day readmissions were reduced by 65%. Total direct costs were reduced from $2,923,000 to $1,284,000.

The top takeaway, Dr. Knox said, is that, through efforts to coordinate care and address underlying drivers of high utilization, hospital-based programs for the most frequently admitted patients can streamline inpatient care and decrease utilization for many high-risk, high-cost patients.

“I hope that hospitalists will consider starting inpatient-based high-utilizer programs at their own institutions, if they haven’t already,” she said. “Even starting with one or two of your most frequently admitted patients can be incredibly eye opening, and streamlining/coordinating care (as well as working overtime to address the underlying drivers/barriers that lead to high utilization) for these patients is incredibly rewarding.”
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Searching for a life-changing innovation

Book celebrates artificial heart and LVAD

It might be the ultimate medical innovation – an artificial heart – and generations of physicians have pursued it, a story told in “Ticker: The Quest to Create an Artificial Heart.”

Author Mimi Swartz feared this history was being forgotten. “The larger-than-life personalities – Dr. Michael DeBakey and Dr. Denton Cooley – were such dominant figures for more than 50 years; I couldn’t stand for that history to be lost,” she said. “Also, so many innovations happened in Houston, including the implantation of the first artificial heart and the development of the Left Ventricular Assist Device – I couldn’t stand for that information to be lost too.”

Writing this book taught her a lot about innovation in medicine, the trade-offs involved in medical progress, even who benefits most.

“One of the most important things to think about is how many of these high-tech devices we need, and who will get them – who will be able to afford them,” she said.

“Medical innovation over the last 50 years is a global, billion dollar business, fraught with pitfalls: legal, governmental, ethical, financial, and, finally, personal,” Ms. Swartz said. “A great invention that could save millions of lives can end up on the junk heap because a hedge fund lost interest, while another great invention moves forward, but was stolen from the lab of another researcher. The persistence required to bring a medical device to market is daunting. One inventor told me, ’If I’d known what was going to happen, I never would have even started.’”
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**1. Is it safe to discharge patients with anemia?**

**CLINICAL QUESTION:** What is the prevalence of anemia at the time of and after discharge from the hospital, and what is the associated morbidity and mortality at 6 months?

**BACKGROUND:** Anemia is common in hospitalized patients and is associated with short- and long-term morbidity and mortality. Current evidence shows that reduced red blood cell (RBC) use and more restrictive transfusion practices do not increase short-term mortality; however, few data exist on the long-term outcomes of anemia.

**STUDY DESIGN:** Retrospective cohort study.

**SETTING:** Integrated health care system (Kaiser Permanente) with 21 hospitals located in Northern California.

**SYNOPSIS:** From 2010 to 2014, there were 801,261 hospitalizations among 645,371 patients who survived to hospital discharge. The prevalence of moderate anemia (hemoglobin between 7 and 10 g/dL) at hospital discharge increased from 20% to 25% (P < .001) while RBC transfusions decreased by 28% (P < .001). Resolution of moderate anemia within 6 months of hospital discharge decreased from 42% to 34% (P < .001). RBC transfusion and rehospitalization rates at 6 months decreased as well. During the study period, adjusted 6-month mortality decreased from 16.1% to 15.6% (P = .04) in patients with moderate anemia.

---

Given the retrospective design of this study, data must be interpreted with caution in determining a causal relationship. The authors also acknowledge that there may be unmeasured confounding variables not accounted for in the study results.

**BOTTOM LINE:** Despite higher rates of moderate anemia at discharge, there was not an associated rise in subsequent RBC transfusions, rehospitalizations, or mortality in the 6 months after hospital discharge.


---

**2. Using ultrasound guidance for adult abdominal paracentesis**

**CLINICAL QUESTION:** What are the best practices for ultrasound use while performing abdominal paracentesis in adults?

**BACKGROUND:** Abdominal paracentesis is a commonly performed procedure, and with appropriate training, hospitalists can deliver similar outcomes when compared to interventional radiologists.

**STUDY DESIGN:** Retrospective study.

**SETTING:** The Society of Hospital Medicine Point-of-Care Ultrasound (POCUS) Task Force developed these guidelines after reviewing available literature and voted on the appropriateness and consensus of a recommendation.

**SYNOPSIS:** A total of 794 articles were screened, and 91 articles were included and incorporated into the recommendations. The 12 recommendations fall into three categories (clinical outcomes, technique, and training), and all 12 recommendations achieved consensus as strong recommendations.

To improve clinical outcomes, the authors recommended ultrasound guidance in performing paracentesis to reduce the risk of serious complications, to avoid attempting paracentesis with insufficient fluid, and to improve overall procedure success.

The authors advocated for several technique recommendations, including using the ultrasound to assess volume and location of intraperitoneal fluid, to identify the needle insertion site and confirm in multiple planes, to use color flow Doppler to identify abdominal wall vessels, to mark the insertion site immediately prior to the procedure, and to consider real-time ultrasound guidance.

When health care professionals are learning ultrasound-guided paracentesis, the authors recommended use of dedicated training sessions with simulation if available and that competency should be demonstrated before independently attempting the procedure.

**BOTTOM LINE:** These recommendations from SHM POCUS Task Force provides consensus guidelines on the use of ultrasound guidance when performing or learning abdominal paracentesis.


Dr. Schmit is an associate professor of medicine in the division of general and hospital medicine at UT Health San Antonio and a hospitalist at South Texas Veterans Health Care System, also in San Antonio.
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**3. Effects of hospitalization on readmission rate**

**CLINICAL QUESTION:** Does the trauma of hospitalization increase the risk of 30-day readmission or ED visit rate?

**BACKGROUND:** There is increasing concern that the patient experience in the hospital may be associated with post-hospital adverse outcomes, including new or recurrent illnesses after discharge or unplanned return to the hospital or readmission.

**STUDY DESIGN:** Prospective cohort that included 207 patients.

**SETTING:** Two academic hospitals in Toronto.

**SYNOPSIS:** These patients had been admitted to the internal medicine ward for more than 48 hours and were interviewed at discharge using a standardized questionnaire to assess four domains of the trauma of hospitalization defined as the cumulative effects of patient-reported sleep disturbance, mobility, nutrition, and mood. Among these patients, 64.3% experienced disturbance in more than one domain, and patients who experienced disturbance in three to four domains had a 15.8% greater absolute risk of 30-day readmission or ED visit.

Because this is an observational study, causal inferences were not possible; however, hospitalists should keep in mind the possible association of the patient experience and the link to clinical outcomes.

**BOTTOM LINE:** Trauma of hospitalization is common and may be associated with an increased 30-day risk of readmission or ED visit.


---

**4. POCUS for hospitalists: The SHM position statement**

**CLINICAL QUESTION:** What is point-of-care ultrasound, and how are hospitalists using POCUS?

**BACKGROUND:** POCUS is becoming more prevalent in the daily practice of hospitalists; however, there are currently no established standards or guidelines for the use of POCUS for hospitalists.

**STUDY DESIGN:** Position statement.

**SETTING:** SHM Executive Committee.

---

By David Schmit, MD; Emily Wang, MD; Sadie Trammell Velasquez, MD; and Tony Ho, MD

Division of General and Hospital Medicine, University of Texas Health San Antonio
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**Clinical**

**In the Literature**

Continued from page 16

CITATION:

Soni NJ et al. Point-of-Care Ultrasound (POCUS) in the Literature for hospitalists and administrators. This position statement provides guidance on the use of POCUS by hospitalists and administrators who oversee it by outlining POCUS in terms of common diagnostic and procedural applications; training; assessments by the categories of basic knowledge, image acquisition, interpretation, clinical integration, and certification and maintenance of skills; and program management.

**BOTTOM LINE:** This position statement provides guidance for hospitalists and administrators on the use and oversight of POCUS.


Dr. Wang is an associate professor of medicine in the division of general and hospital medicine at UT Health San Antonio and a hospitalist at South Texas Veterans Health Care System.

By Sadie Trammell Velasquez, MD

**5 Apixaban prevents clots with cancer**

**CLINICAL QUESTION:** Does apixaban therapy decrease venous thromboembolism (VTE) in ambulatory patients with cancer at intermediate to high risk who are starting chemotherapy?

**BACKGROUND:** Active cancer places patients at increased risk for VTE. Ambulatory patients can be risk stratified using the validated Khorana score to assess risk for VTE, a complication resulting in significant morbidity, mortality, and health care costs.

**STUDY DESIGN:** Randomized, placebo-controlled, double-blind clinical trial.

**SETTING:** Ambulatory; Canada.

**SYNOPSIS:** A total of 1,809 patients were assessed for eligibility. 1,233 were excluded, and 576 with a Khorana score of 2 or higher were randomized to apixaban 2.5 mg twice daily or placebo. Treatment or placebo was given within 24 hours after the initiation of chemotherapy and continued for 180 days. The primary efficacy outcome – first episode of major VTE within 180 days of randomization – occurred in 4.9% of the apixaban group and in 10.3% of the placebo group (hazard ratio, 0.44; 95% confidence interval, 0.26-0.65; P less than .001). Major bleeding in the modified intention-to-treat analysis occurred in 3.5% in the apixaban group and 1.8% in the placebo group (HR, 2.05; 95% CI, 1.01-3.95; P = .046).

There was no significant difference in overall survival, with 87% of deaths related to cancer or cancer progression.

**BOTTOM LINE:** VTE is significantly lower with the use of apixaban, compared with placebo, in intermediate- to high-risk ambulatory patients with active cancer who are initiating chemotherapy.


---

**Clinical**

**In the Literature**

**Caution with IVC filters in elderly**

**CLINICAL QUESTION:** Are inferior vena cava (IVC) filters in older adults safe for prevention of subsequent pulmonary embolism (PE)?

**BACKGROUND:** Acute pulmonary embolism is a common cause of morbidity and mortality in older adults, and IVC filters have historically and frequently been used to prevent subsequent PE. Almost one in six elderly Medicare fee-for-service (FFS) beneficiaries with PE currently receives an IVC filter. This IVC filter group had higher odds for 30-day mortality, compared with the no–IVC filter group (OR, 2.19; 95% CI, 2.06-2.33).

**BOTTOM LINE:** In patients aged 65 years or older, use caution when considering IVC filter placement for prevention of subsequent PE. Future studies across patient subgroups are needed to analyze the safety and value of IVC filters.


Dr. Trammell Velasquez is an associate professor of medicine in the division of general and hospital medicine at UT Health San Antonio and a hospitalist at South Texas Veterans Health Care System.
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**Clinical**

**In the Literature**

**Oral anticoagulant and PPI cotherapy cuts upper GI bleed risk**

**CLINICAL QUESTION:** Does proton pump inhibitor (PPI) cotherapy affect the risk of upper GI bleed in patients on oral anticoagulation?

**BACKGROUND:** PPIs reduce gastric acid production, promote ulcer healing, and prevent ulcer recurrence; however, limited evidence is available describing the incidence of anticoagulant-related serious upper GI tract bleeding from the newer adjusted OR of 1.35 (95% CI, 1.31-1.40). In the 76,198 Medicare FFS patients hospitalized with acute PE in the matched cohort group, 18.2% received an IVC filter. The IVC-filter group had higher odds for 30-day mortality, compared with the no-IVC filter group (OR, 2.19; 95% CI, 2.06-2.33).

**BOTTOM LINE:** In patients aged 65 years or older, use caution when considering IVC filter placement for prevention of subsequent PE. Future studies across patient subgroups are needed to analyze the safety and value of IVC filters.


Dr. Trammell Velasquez is an associate professor of medicine in the division of general and hospital medicine at UT Health San Antonio and a hospitalist at South Texas Veterans Health Care System.
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**In the Literature**

**AFM cases continue to rise**

Cases of Acute Flaccid Myelitis (AFM) are on the rise, with 210 confirmed cases of AFM in 40 states in 2018, up from 35 confirmed cases in 2017. AFM is a rare but serious condition that usually affects children, causing polio-like symptoms – focal extremity weakness, hyporeflexia, and sometimes cranial nerve dysfunction. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention encourage all health care providers to contact their local health departments with any suspected cases of AFM.


---

By Tony Ho, MD

Findings from the 2018 State of Hospital Medicine Report

Hospitalist scheduling is a key focus area of the 2018 State of Hospital Medicine Report. For HMGs serving adults only, 7-on-7-off remains the preferred scheduling method.
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**AFM cases continue to rise**

Cases of Acute Flaccid Myelitis (AFM) are on the rise, with 210 confirmed cases of AFM in 40 states in 2018, up from 35 confirmed cases in 2017. AFM is a rare but serious condition that usually affects children, causing polio-like symptoms – focal extremity weakness, hyporeflexia, and sometimes cranial nerve dysfunction. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention encourage all health care providers to contact their local health departments with any suspected cases of AFM.
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**AFM cases continue to rise**

Cases of Acute Flaccid Myelitis (AFM) are on the rise, with 210 confirmed cases of AFM in 40 states in 2018, up from 35 confirmed cases in 2017. AFM is a rare but serious condition that usually affects children, causing polio-like symptoms – focal extremity weakness, hyporeflexia, and sometimes cranial nerve dysfunction. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention encourage all health care providers to contact their local health departments with any suspected cases of AFM.

non–vitamin K anticoagulants and PPI cotherapy.

**STUDY DESIGN:** Retrospective cohort.

**SETTING:** Medicare enrollees.

**SYNOPSIS:** With use of computerized Medicare beneficiaries files, researchers identified 1,643,323 patients with 1,713,183 new episodes of oral anticoagulant treatment between Jan. 1, 2011, and Sept. 30, 2015. This analysis showed that cotherapy with PPIs was associated with a lower incidence of upper GI bleed, with the largest difference associated with dabigatran with an incidence rate ratio of 0.49 (95% CI, 0.52-0.85), followed by warfarin (IRR, 0.65; 95% CI, 0.62-0.69), apixaban (IRR, 0.66; 95% CI, 0.52-0.85), and rivaroxaban (IRR, 0.75; 95% CI, 0.68-0.84).

Generalizability was limited by population (Medicare enrollees) and the study excluded prior hospitalizations for GI bleed, as well as switchers in anticoagulant therapy during the study period.

**BOTTOM LINE:** PPI cotherapy with oral anticoagulation reduces risk of hospitalization for upper GI bleed.


### 8 Epidemiology and costs of sepsis in the United States

**CLINICAL QUESTION:** What is the economic burden of sepsis in the U.S. health care system?

**BACKGROUND:** Sepsis is responsible for an increasingly disproportionate fraction of health care burden. Delays in diagnosis of sepsis are associated with worse outcomes.

**STUDY DESIGN:** Retrospective observational study.

**SETTING:** Premier Healthcare database, including 20% of U.S. private/academic hospitals.

**SYNOPSIS:** With use of the Premier Healthcare database, researchers identified 2,566,689 cases of sepsis using ICD-9 and MS-DRG codes between Jan. 1, 2010, and Sept. 30, 2016. Increasing severity of sepsis was associated with increasing mortality and cost, but there was a large discrepancy in cost in patients with sepsis present at admission versus those without it at admission ($18,023 vs. $51,022) and was associated with increases in both mean hospital length of stay and mortality rate across all levels of sepsis severity.

**BOTTOM LINE:** Early identification of sepsis (at admission vs. later in the stay) may be important as a factor to reduce its overall burden on the health care system.


Dr. Ho is an assistant professor of medicine in the division of general and hospital medicine at UT Health San Antonio and a hospitalist at South Texas Veterans Health Care System.
Mentorship can boost equity in leadership

By Nancy D. Spector, MD

Achiving equity in leadership in academic medicine and the health care industry doesn’t have to be a pipe dream. There are clear, actionable steps that will lead us there.

The benefits of diversity are numerous and well documented. Diversity brings competitive advantage to organizations and strength to teams. With academic health centers (AHCs) facing continual stressors while at the same time being significant financial contributors to — and anchors in — their communities, ensuring their high performance is critical to society as a whole. To grow, thrive, and be ethical examples to their communities, health centers need the strongest and most innovative leaders who are reflective of the communities that they serve. This means more diversity in leadership positions.

When we look at the facts of the gender makeup of academic medicine and the health care industry, we can clearly see inequity — only 22% of medical school full professors, 18% of medical school department chairs, and 17% of medical school deans are women. Note that it has taken 50 years to get from 0 women deans to the 25 women deans who are now in this role. Only 28% of full and associate professors and 21% of department chairs are nonwhite. In the health care industry, only 13% of CEOs are women. The pace toward equity has been excruciatingly slow, and it’s not only women and underrepresented minorities who lose, but also the AHCs and their communities.

So how do we reach equity? Mentorship is a key pathway to this goal. In a session at Hospital Medicine 2019 (HM19), “What Mentorship Has Meant To Me (And What It Can Do For You): High Impact Stories from Leaders in Hospital Medicine,” fellow panelists and I outlined how mentorship can positively affect your career, defined the qualities of effective mentors and mentees, described the difference between mentorship and sponsorship, and explained how to navigate common pitfalls in mentor-mentee relationships.

We spoke about the responsibility the mentee has in the relationship to grow, thrive, and be ethical examples to their communities, health centers need the strongest and most innovative leaders who are reflective of the communities that they serve.

To achieve equity through building mentoring relationships.

When I look back on my time in residency and fellowship, I recognize that I was surrounded by people who offered guidance and advice. But once I became a faculty member, that guidance was less apparent, and I struggled in the first few years. It wasn’t until I attended a conference on peer mentoring that I recognized that I didn’t just need a didactic mentor, but that I needed a portfolio of mentors and that I had to take the initiative to actively engage mentorship. So I did, and its effects on my career have been powerful and numerous.

The evidence is there that mentorship can play a major role in advancing careers. Now it is up to the leadership of academic and non-academic health centers to take the initiative and establish formalized programs in their institutions. We all benefit when we have diversity in leadership — so let’s get there together.

Dr. Spector is executive director, Executive Leadership in Academic Medicine, associate dean of faculty development, Drexel University, Philadelphia.

In defense of hospital administrators

Improving relationships between leaders and clinicians

By Leslie Flores, MHA, SFHM

In the March 2019 issue of The Hospitalist, I wrote about some key findings from a 2018 survey of U.S. physicians by The Physicians Foundation. It’s no surprise to anyone working in health care today that the survey found alarming levels of professional dissatisfaction, burnout, and pessimism about the future of medicine among respondent physicians. Sadly, it appears that much of that pessimism is directed toward hospitals and their leaders: 46% of survey respondents viewed the relationships between physicians and hospitals as somewhat or mostly negative and adversarial.

Several physicians posted comments online, and they deeply saddened me. My heart hurt for those doctors who wrote, “I loved medicine. It was good for my soul, but medicine left me. Doctors gave up most of their power and large corporations without an ethical foundation and no god, but money took over.” Or “They are waiting so all the senior physicians will retire. Nurses will become leaders who will follow administration’s lead and control physicians. Money and cost cutting is the major driver. Physicians are not valuable anymore because they have different opinions which cost a lot. There is a lot of window dressing, but they actually don’t care. They just want to run a business.” I also read, “I was tossed out like dirty laundry water at age 59.” And “On a personal basis, I will try to reason...”
Speaking at a conference? Read these tips first
A powerful messenger is just as important as the power of the message

By Vineet Arora, MD, MAPP, MHM

Recently, I was asked to present my top public speaking tips for a group of women leaders. This is a topic near and dear to my heart, and one that I teach a number of groups, from medical students to faculty.

I also benefited from just returning from the Harvard Macy Educators Course, where Victoria Brazil, MD, an experienced emergency medicine physician from Australia, provided her top tips. Here is a mash-up of the top tips to think about for any of the speakers out there among us – with a few shout-outs for the ladies out there. Please add your own!

The Dos

• Do project power: Stand tall with a relaxed stance and shoulders back – posture is everything. This is especially important for women, who may tend to shrink their bodies, or anyone who is short. A powerful messenger is just as important as the power of the message. The same also applies to sitting down, especially if you are on a panel. Do not look like you are falling into the table.

• Do look up: Think about addressing the people in the back, not in the front row. This looks better in photos as well since you are appealing to the large audience and not the front row. Dr. Brazil’s tip came from Cate Blanchett who said that before she gives talks, she literally and physically advises “picking up your crown and put it on your head.” Not only will you feel better, you will look it too.

• Do pause strategically: The human brain needs rest to process what you are about to say. You can ask people to “think of a time” and take a pause. Or “I want you to all think about what I just said for one moment.” And TAKE a moment. But think about Emma’s pause during the March For Your Lives. Pauses are powerful and serve as a way to cement what you are saying for even the most critical crowd. Think about when anyone on their phone pauses, even if you’re on a boring conference call others will wake up and wonder what is going on and are now engaged in the talk.

• Do strategically summarize: Before you end, or in between important sections, say the following: “There are three main things you can do.” Even if someone fell asleep, they will wake up to take note. It’s a way to get folks’ attention back. There is nothing like challenging others to do something.

The Don’ts

• Don’t start with an apology for “not being an expert”: Or whatever you are thinking about apologizing for. The voice in your head does not need to be broadcast to others. Just say thank you after you are introduced, and launch in. Someone has asked you to talk, so bring your own unique expertise and don’t start with undermining yourself!

• Don’t use your slides as a crutch: Make your audience look at you and not your slides. That means at times, you may be talking and your slides will not be moving. Other times, if you are starting with a story, maybe there is no slide behind you and the screen is blacked out. Some of the most powerful moments in a talk are when slides are not being used.

• Don’t stand behind the lectern: If you can help it. This means ask for a wireless microphone. Most lecterns will overwhelm you. If you have to use a lectern, go back to the posture in the “dos.” One year, I had a leg injury and definitely used the lectern, so obviously there may be times you need to use a lectern; even then, try as hard as possible to make sure you are seen.

• Don’t engage grandstanders during Q&A: Invariably, you will get someone who stands up and goes into a long comment that is not a question to hear themselves speak. Insert yourself, say “thank you” and take the next question. If there is not a next question, you can add, “Before I forget, I want to share another question I am often asked which may be of help to you.” Then, answer your own question. You get the final word this way!

Happy speaking! I look forward to seeing you in warmer weather during the spring conference season.

For more posts from the Hospital Leader blog, visit hospitalleader.org.

Continued from previous page

with management exactly once before I bail.” Sigh.

These commenters are well-meaning physicians who had bad experiences with hospital leaders they saw as uncaring and unresponsive to their concerns as clinicians. Their experiences left them demoralized and embittered. I’m truly sorry for that.

I’m a recovering hospital administrator myself. My business partner John Nelson, MD, MHM, likes to tell people that he has successfully deprogrammed me from the way most administrators think about doctors, but he’s mostly joking (at least I think he is). I can tell you that most of the hospital leaders I have met – both when I was still an administrator and now in my consulting work – are well-intentioned people who care deeply about patients and their fellow health care professionals and are trying hard to do the right thing. Many of them could have earned more and had better career opportunities doing similar work in a field other than health care, but they chose health care out of a sincere desire to do good and help people.

A big part of the problem is that doctors and administrators come to health care from very different starting points, and so have very different perspectives. They generally function in separate silos, each paying attention to their own comfortable little part of that monster we call a health care delivery system. Often, neither administrators nor doctors have made enough effort to cross over and understand the issues and perspectives of people in other silos. As a result, it’s easy for assumptions and biases to creep in and poison our interactions.

When we interpret the behavior of others, we humans tend to overemphasize dispositional factors, such as personality or motives, and to discount situational factors, such as external stressors. Psychologists call this the fundamental attribution error or correspondence bias, and the result is usually heightened conflict as a result of presumed negative intentions on the part of others (‘All she cares about is making a profit’) and discounting circumstantial factors that might be influencing others’ behavior (‘She is facing reduced market share and a funding shortfall, and she’s fearful for the future of the institution’).

Add in another phenomenon known as the actor-observer bias, in which we tend to attribute others’ behavior to their dispositions but attribute our own behavior to the circumstances (‘That administrator lost his temper because he’s a demanding jerk, but I only lost my temper because he pushed me over the edge!’).

Is it possible that hospital leaders and doctors are making assumptions about each other’s intentions that get in the way of having constructive dialogue? How can we get to a place of greater trust? I don’t know the whole answer, of course, but I have a few ideas to offer.

Read the full post at hospitalleader.org.
**NYU Winthrop Hospital**

**DAYTIME & NIGHTTIME HOSPITALISTS**

Long Island, NY. NYU Winthrop Hospital, a 591-bed, university-affiliated medical center and an American College of Surgeons (ACS) Level 1 Trauma Center based in Western Nassau County, NY is seeking BC/BE interns for academic Hospitalist positions.

Ideal candidates will have exemplary clinical skills, a strong interest in teaching house staff and a long term commitment to inpatient medicine. Interest in research and administration a plus. Salaried position with incentive, competitive benefits package including paid CME, malpractice insurance and vacation.

Interested candidates, please email CV and cover letter to: Dina.Chenouda@nyulangone.org or fax to: (516) 663-8964
Ph: (516) 663-8963
Attn: Vice Chairman, Dept of Medicine-Hospital Operations
Avail: now

---

NYU Winthrop Hospital is located in the heart of Nassau County in suburban Long Island, 30 miles from NYC and just minutes from LI’s beautiful beaches.

---

**Hospitalist Opportunities with Penn State Health**

Penn State Health is a multi-hospital health system serving patients and communities across central Pennsylvania. We are seeking IM/FM trained physicians interested in joining the Penn State Health family in various settings within our system.

**What We’re Offering:**
- Community Setting Hospitalist opportunities (Lancaster and Berks County positions)
- We’ll foster your passion for patient care and cultivate a collaborative environment rich with diversity
- Commitment to patient safety in a team approach model
- Experienced hospitalist colleagues and collaborative leadership
- Salary commensurate with qualifications
- Relaxation Assistance

**What We’re Seeking:**
- Internal Medicine or Family Medicine trained
- Ability to acquire license in the State of Pennsylvania
- Must be able to obtain valid federal and state narcotics certificates
- Current American Heart Association BLS and ACLS certification required
- BE/BC in Family Medicine or Internal Medicine (position dependent)
- No J-1 visa waiver sponsorships available

**What the Area Offers:**
Penn State Health is located in Central Pennsylvania. Our local neighborhoods boast a reasonable cost of living whether you prefer a more suburban setting or thriving city rich in theater, arts, and culture. Our surrounding communities are rich in history and offer an abundant range of outdoor activities, arts, and diverse experiences. We’re conveniently located within a short distance to major cities such as Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, NYC, Baltimore, and Washington DC.

For more information please contact: Heather J. Pelfrey, PHR FASPR, Penn State Health Physician Recruiter hpelfrey@pennstatenewdplhealth.psu.edu

---

**Internal Medicine/Family Medicine Hospitalist**

Billings Clinic is nationally recognized for clinical excellence and is a proud member of the Mayo Clinic Care Network. Located in Billings, Montana – this friendly college community is a great place to raise a family near the majestic Rocky Mountains. Exciting outdoor recreation close to home. 
300 days of sunshine! #1 in Montana

Generous loan repayment
Seeking a BE/BC Hospitalist and a Nocturnist to join our group in Montana’s premier, state-of-the-art medical center, which serves as the region’s tertiary referral center. Our seasoned team values work-life balance and collegiality.
- Extremely flexible scheduling
- Shifts reduced for Nocturnist
- Generous salary with yearly bonus
- Signing bonus
- No procedures required
- J-1 waivers accepted
- “America’s Best Town”

Contact: Rochelle Woods
1-888-554-5922
physicianrecruiter@billingsclinic.org
billingsclinic.com

---

**Hospitalist and Nocturnist Position Available**

**Location, Location, Location**

Come join our well-established hospitalist team of dedicated hospitalist at Emerson Hospital located in historic Concord, Massachusetts. Enjoy living in the suburbs with convenient access to metropolitan areas such as Boston, New York and Providence as well as the mountains, lakes and coastal areas. Opportunities available for hospitalist and nocturnists; full time, part time, per diem and moonlighting positions, just 25 minutes from Boston. A great opportunity to join a well established program.

- Manageable daily census
- Flexible scheduling to ensure work life balance
- Dedicated nocturnist program
- Intensivists coverage of critical care unit
- Competitive compensation and bonus structure
- Comprehensive benefit package including CME allowance
- Access to top specialty care

Emerson Hospital provides advanced medical services to more than 300,000 people in over 25 towns. We are a 179 bed hospital with more than 300 primary care doctors and specialists. Our core mission has always been to make high-quality health care accessible to those that live and work in our community. While we provide most of the services that patients will ever need, the hospitals strong clinical collaborations with Boston’s academic medical centers ensures our patients have access to world-class resources for more advanced care. For more information please contact: Diane M Forte, Director of Physician Recruitment and Relations 978-287-3002, dforte@emersonhospital.org

Not a J-1 of H1B opportunity
Chief of Hospitalist Medicine
Opportunity in Northeast Pennsylvania

Job description:
Guthrie Clinic, a non-profit, physician-led, integrated health care delivery system is seeking candidates for Chief, Section of Hospitalist Medicine. The Chief will oversee 24 Hospitalists and 9 Advanced Practice Providers, located in 4 regional hospitals. The Chief has responsibility for quality, leadership, scheduling and overall program strategy.

Position details and requirements:
- Ensures the Section functions in an integrated system of care, improving performance, growing depth of clinical programs, and enhancing quality outcomes.
- Serves as mentor, guide and support for Hospitalists system wide.
- Leads recruitment/retention of physicians and APPs to actively grow the Section.
- Position is 50% Administrative and 50% clinical.

Clinical
- Participates in quality and system improvement within group and across hospital.
- Participates in all group clinical decisions with the goal of high quality care.
- Participates in group performance reviews with regard to quality of care, satisfaction, and efficiency metrics.
- Coordinates schedule with group to maintain 24/7 coverage at all hospitals within the integrated health system.
- Ensures coverage of shifts.

Administrative
- Participates in strategic plan for hospital medicine group, including marketing, growth/recruiting, service, and quality.
- Establish annual goals for quality, efficiency growth and satisfaction.
- Responsible for developing, updating and maintaining clinical standards and care paths.
- Participates in utilization review and peer review activities as they relate to the Hospitalist program.
- Oversees the development of the annual budget and key operating indicators for the Department and monitors the Department's performance in relation to these annual targets.
- Works collaboratively with the Program Director for the Internal Medicine Residency Program, the Fellowship Directors and the Director of Medical Education to ensure that the quality of the residency and fellowship(s).
- M.D. or D.O.; BC in Internal Medicine. Advanced degree (MBA, MHA, MMM) desirable.
- Five or more years of successfully leading a Hospitalist program.
- Strong commitment to the patient care and future academic missions of Guthrie Clinic.
- Possession of, or eligibility for, a medical license in Pennsylvania.

Guthrie, founded in 1910, provides comprehensive team-based care to patients from an 11-county service area. Guthrie Clinic is comprised of four hospitals, 500 physicians and advanced practice providers in a regional office network made up of 45 sub-specialty and primary care sites in 21 communities. In addition, we offer a wide range of services and programs including home health and home care services, GME and a research institute. Guthrie was the first system to implement EPIC EMR, in 2002, with the go-live of Epic CPOE (Certified Physician Order Entry).

Guthrie’s (main) Sayre campus is situated in a beautiful valley in north-central PA, located just a few miles from the NY border. Guthrie’s service area stretches from Corning and Ithaca, NY to Wellsboro, PA (home of PA Grand Canyon) down to Tunkhannock, PA and is less than 30 minutes from the Finger Lakes region.

For more information about this leadership opportunity, please contact Krisi VanTassel at krisi.vantassel@guthrie.org or (570) 887-5203, www.ichoseguthrie.org.
Ochsner Health System is seeking physicians to join our hospitalist team. BC/BE Internal Medicine and Family Medicine physicians are welcomed to apply. Highlights of our opportunities are:

- Hospital Medicine was established at Ochsner in 1992. We have a stable 50+ member group.
- 7 on 7 off block schedule with flexibility.
- Dedicated nocturnists cover nights.
- Base plus up to 45K in incentives.
- Average census of 14-18 patients.
- E-ICU intensivist support with open ICUs at the community hospitals.
- EPIC medical record system with remote access capabilities.
- Dedicated RN and Social Work Clinical Care Coordinators.
- Community based academic appointment.
- The only Louisiana Hospital recognized by US News and World Report Distinguished Hospital for Clinical Excellence award in 4 medical specialties.
- Co-hosts of the annual Southern Hospital Medicine Conference.
- We are a medical school in partnership with the University of Queensland, providing clinical training to third and fourth year students.
- Leadership support focused on professional development, quality improvement, and academic committees & projects.
- Opportunities for leadership development, research, resident and medical student teaching.
- Skilled nursing and long term acute care facilities seeking hospitalists and mid-levels with an interest in geriatrics.
- Paid malpractice coverage and a favorable malpractice environment in Louisiana.
- Generous compensation and benefits package.

Ochsner Health System is an equal opportunity employer and all qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, color, religion, sex, national origin, sexual orientation, disability status, protected veteran status, or any other characteristic protected by law. To learn more, visit www.the-hospitalist.org and click “Advertise” or contact Heather Gonroski • 973-290-8259 • hgonroski@mdedge.com or Linda Wilson • 973-290-8243 • lwilson@mdedge.com.
ENVISION PHYSICIAN SERVICES PROVIDES ...

SUPPORT SO I CAN FOCUS ON

QUALITY AND EFFICIENT

PATIENT CARE

CORIE COE, DO
HOSPITAL MEDICINE

JOIN OUR HOSPITALIST TEAM:

- Gulf Coast Medical Center
  Panama City, FL
- Ft. Walton Beach Medical Center
  Ft. Walton Beach, FL
- North Knoxville Medical Center
  Powell, TN
- St. Lucie Medical Center
  Port. St. Lucie, FL
- Spotsylvania Regional Medical Center
  Fredericksburg, VA
- Turkey Creek Medical Center
  Powell, TN

877.265.6869
InpatientJobs@evhc.net

Envision
PHYSICIAN SERVICES
Vituity provides the support and resources you need to focus on the joy of healing.

We currently have opportunities for hospitalists and intensivists at hospitals and skilled nursing practices across the country. Some with sign-on bonuses up to $100,000!

We proudly sponsor visa candidates!

For more information, please contact us at careers@vituity.com.

**GROW YOUR PHYSICIAN CAREER WITH US**

- **Hospitalist Opportunities**

Join our dedicated team of physicians providing outstanding care at St. Luke’s University Health Network!

We have opportunities available at the following locations:

- PCP/Hospitalist Blend, Schuylkill County
- Full Time Day Hospitalist, Miners Campus
- Full Time Day Hospitalist, Monroe Campus
- Full Time Day Hospitalist, Quakertown Campus
- Full Time Day Hospitalist, Sacred Heart Campus
- Full Time Day Hospitalist, Allentown Campus
- Full Time Day Hospitalist, Orwigsburg, PA (Brand new hospital campus joining our Network!)

To learn more about our Hospitalist program, please visit www.slhn.org/hospitalistcareer

In joining St. Luke’s you’ll enjoy:

- A unique and supportive culture
- Unlimited potential for career growth
- A collaborative, team oriented approach that serves our community and each other
- Attractive location stipends for certain campus positions
- Loan repayment program – up to $100,000
- Substantial compensation and a rich benefits package, including malpractice insurance, health and dental insurance, & CME allowance
- Work/life balance in a vibrant community
- Teaching, research, quality improvement and strategic development opportunities

For more information please call:
Jillian Fiorino
Physician Recruiter
484-526-3317
Jillian.Fiorino@sluhn.org

To learn more, visit www.the-hospitalist.org and click “Advertise” or contact Heather Gonroski • 973-290-8259 • hgonroski@mdedge.com or Linda Wilson • 973-290-8243 • lwilson@mdedge.com
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
DIVISION OF HOSPITAL MEDICINE

The University of Michigan, Division of Hospital Medicine seeks board certified/board eligible internists to join our growing and dynamic division. Hospitalist duties include teaching of medical residents and students, direct patient care in our non-resident and short-stay units and involvement in quality improvement and patient safety initiatives. Novel clinical platforms that feature specialty concentrations (hematology/oncology service, renal transplant service and bone marrow transplant teams) as well as full-time nocturnist positions are also available. Our medical short stay unit provides care for both observation and inpatient status patients and incorporates advanced practice providers as part of the medical team.

The ideal candidate will have trained at, or have clinical experience at a major US academic medical center. Sponsorship of H1B and green cards is considered on a case-by-case basis for outstanding individuals. Research opportunities and hospitalist investigator positions are also available for qualified candidates.

The University of Michigan is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer and encourages applications from women and minorities.

HOW TO APPLY
Interested parties may apply online at www.medicine.umich.edu/hospital-medicine or email cover letter and CV to Vineet Chopra, MD, MSc, Chief, Division of Hospital Medicine at kcreed@umich.edu.

WWW.MEDICINE.UMICH.EDU/HOSPITAL-MEDICINE

Seeking Changemakers
We Enable National Hospitalists to Transform Healthcare

We Reveal and Realize Opportunity
HNI Healthcare partners with inspired clinical providers to relentlessly pursue meaningful results. Enabled by VitalsMD™ technology, propelled by our vision, we will forge a bold path for a new model of healthcare - and your daring transformation.

Join Our National Hospitalist Team
With Transformative Opportunities Across the U.S.

Open Regions Include: California, Florida, Idaho, Louisiana, Ohio, and Texas

Send CV: jobs@hnihc.com

vitalsMD™ HNI healthcare™
GREAT CAREER VS. GREAT LIFE?
HAVE BOTH

We provide the support and flexibility needed to balance your career and life outside of medicine.

Ballad Health, located in Southwest Virginia and Northeast Tennessee, is currently seeking Full Time, BE/BC, Day Shift Hospitalists and Nocturnist Hospitalists to join its team.

Qualified candidates will work within Ballad Health Facilities and will need an active Virginia and/or Tennessee license, depending on facility location.

Facilities:
**Ballad Health Southwest Virginia**
Johnson Memorial Hospital, Russell County Medical Center, Smyth County Community Hospital, Norton Community Hospital, Mountain View Regional Medical Center, Lonesome Pine Hospital

**Ballad Health Northeast Tennessee**
Johnson City Medical Center, Holston Valley Medical Center, Bristol Regional Medical Center and Hawkins County Memorial Hospital

Please Contact:
Ballad Health Physician Recruitment
800-844-2260
docjobs@balladhealth.org

Full time positions with the following incentives:
- Hospital Employed (earning potential, exceeding $300K per year)
- Day and Nocturnist Shifts (7 days on – 7 days off)
- Competitive Annual Salary
- Performance Bonus & Production Bonus
- Excellent Benefits
- Generous Sign On Bonus
- Relocation Assistance
- Teaching and Faculty Opportunities with System Residency Programs
- Critical Care Physician Coverage in most of the facilities CCU/PCUs
- Opportunity to Participate in Award-Winning Quality Improvement Projects

Family-friendly region • Low cost of living • Recreational activities
The Ohio State Wexner Medical Center

As one of the nation’s largest academic hospitalist programs, we lead a variety of teaching and non-teaching inpatient and consultative services. OSUWMC Division of Hospital Medicine is dedicated to the health and well-being of our patients, team members, and our OSUWMC community. Our mission is to improve the lives of our patients and faculty by providing personalized, patient-centered, evidence-based medical care of the highest quality. We are currently seeking exceptional physicians to join our highly regarded team. Preferred candidates are BC/BE in Internal Medicine or Internal Medicine-Pediatrics, have work experience or residency training at an academic medical center, and possess excellent inpatient, teamwork, and clinical skills.

Our Faculty Enjoy:

- Manageable clinical workload with flexible scheduling options
- Competitive salary & bonus including a rich benefit package
- Faculty appointment commensurate with experience
- Research & teaching opportunities as well as ongoing education and development programs
- Occurrence-based malpractice and relocation allowance

NOW INTERVIEWING COMPETITIVE APPLICANTS

Natasha Durham, DASPR
natasha.durham@osumc.edu
hospitalmedicine@osumc.edu
http://go.osu.edu/hospitalmedicine

We are an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer. Qualified women, minorities, Vietnam-era and disabled Veterans, and individuals with disabilities are encouraged to apply. This is not a J-1 opportunity.

Hospitalists and Nocturnists Opportunities Available

Your work is your passion. But it’s not your whole life. Join a system that supports your need to balance work and home life. You can find great dining, art, entertainment, and culture in our cities, as well as peace and quiet in our rural areas. With opportunity for advancement and great schools and colleges nearby, it’s a great place to grow your career and your family.

UPMC Pinnacle — a growing, multisite health system in south central Pennsylvania — can meet your needs at one of our seven acute care hospitals

Join our Hospitalist Team

- Traditional block and flexible schedules
- Closed and open ICU environments available with options for procedures and dedicated code teams
- Competitive salary — above MGMA median salary
- Additional compensation for nocturnist and ICU coverage
- Strong advanced practice provider support at all locations
- Great administrative and clinical leadership support

Schedule a call with our recruiter today!

Contact Tricia Deno
Physician Recruiter
tdeno@pinnaclehealth.org
717-231-8583

UPMC Pinnacle
UPMCPinnacle.com/Providers

UPMC Pinnacle is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

EOE
Penn State Health is a multi-hospital health system serving patients across central Pennsylvania seeking exceptional physicians to join our Penn State Health family to provide patient care as a Hospitalist.

**What we're offering:**
- Faculty positions as well as non-teaching hospitalist positions within our multi-hospital system as well as our outpatient practices;
- Network with experienced hospitalist colleagues and collaborative leadership;
- Ability to develop quality improvement projects in transition of care and other scholarly pursuits of interest;
- Commitment to patient safety in a team approach model;
- Potential for growth into leadership roles;
- Competitive salary, comprehensive benefits package, relocation, and so much more!

**What we’re seeking:**
- Collaborative individual to work with diverse population and staff;
- Medical degree - MD, DO, or foreign equivalent;
- Completion of an accredited Internal Medicine or Family Medicine program;
- BC/BE in Internal or Family Medicine;
- Must have or be able to acquire a license to practice in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania;
- No J1 visa waiver sponsorships available.

**What the area offers:**
Located in a safe family-friendly setting in central Pennsylvania, our local neighborhoods boast a reasonable cost of living whether you prefer a more suburban setting or thriving city rich in theater, arts, and culture. Our communities are rich in history and offers an abundant range of outdoor activities, arts, and diverse experiences. We’re conveniently located within a short distance to major cities such as Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, NYC, Baltimore, and Washington DC.

For more information please contact: Heather Peffley, Physician Recruiter at: hpeffley@ Pennstatehealth.psu.edu

Penn State Health is committed to affirmative action, equal opportunity and the diversity of its workforce. Equal Opportunity Employer – Minority/Women/Protected Veterans/Disabled.
Legacies

Just a series of fortunate events?

Building a career in hospital medicine

By Greg Maynard, MD, MSc, MHM

Residents and junior faculty have frequently asked me how they can attain a position similar to mine, focused on quality and leadership in a health care system. When I was first asked to offer advice on this topic, my response was generally something like, ‘Heck if I know! I just had a series of lucky accidents to get here!’

Back then, I would recount my career history. I established myself as a clinician educator and associate program director soon after Chief Residency. After that, I would explain, a series of fortunate events and health care trends shaped my career. Evidence-based medicine (EBM), the patient safety movement, a shift to incorporate value (as well as volume) into reimbursement models, and the hospital medicine movement all emerged in interesting and often synergistic ways.

A young SHM organization (then known as NAIP) grew rapidly even while the hospitalist programs I led in Phoenix, then at University of California, San Diego, grew in size and influence. Inevitably, it seemed, I was increasingly involved in quality improvement (QI) efforts, and began to publish and speak about them. Collaborative work with SHM and a number of hospital systems broadened my visibility regionally and nationally. Finally, in 2015, I was recruited away from UC San Diego into a new position, as chief quality officer at UC Davis.

On hearing this history, those seeking my sage advice would look a little confused, and then say something like, “So your advice is that I should get lucky??? Gee, thanks a lot! Really helpful!” (Insert sarcasm here.)

The honor of being asked to contribute to the “Legacies” series in The Hospitalist gave me an opportunity to think about this a little differently: No one really wanted to know about how past changes in the health care environment led to my career success. They wanted advice on tools and strategies that will allow them to thrive in an environment of ongoing, disruptive change that is likely only going to accelerate. I now present my upgraded points of advice, intertwined with examples of how SHM positively influenced my career (and could assist yours):

Learn how your hospital works. Hospitalists obviously have an inside track on many aspects of hospital operations, but sometimes remain oblivious to the organizational and committee structure, priorities of hospital leadership, and the mechanism for implementing standardized care. Knowing where to go with new ideas, and the process of implementing protocols, will keep you from hitting political land mines and unintentionally encroaching on someone else’s turf, while aligning your efforts with institutional priorities improves the buy-in and resources available to do the work.

Start small, but think big. Don’t bite off more than you can chew, and make sure your ideas for change work on a small scale before trying to sell the world on them. On the other hand, think big! The care you and others provide is dependent on systems that go far beyond your immediate control. Policies, protocols, standardized order sets, checklists, and an array of other tools can be leveraged to influence care across an entire health system, and in the SHM Mentored Implementation programs, can impact hundreds of hospitals.

Broaden your skills. Commit to learning new skills that can increase your impact and career diversity. Procedural skills, information technology, and EMR, EBM, research, public health, QI, business, leadership, public speaking, advocacy, and telehealth can all open up a whole world of possibilities when combined with a medical degree. These skills can move you into areas that keep you engaged and excited to go to work.

Engage in mentor/mentee relationships. As an associate program director and clinician-educator, I had a lot of opportunity to mentor residents and fellows. It is so rewarding to watch the mentee grow in experience and skills, and to eventually see many of them assume leadership and mentoring roles themselves. You don’t have to be in a teaching position to act as a mentor (my experience mentoring hospitalists and others in leadership and quality improvement now far surpasses my experience with house staff).

The mentor often benefits as much as the mentee from this relationship. I have been inspired by their passion and dedication, educated by their ideas and innovation, and frequently find I am learning more from them than they are from me. I have had great experiences in the SHM Mentored Implementation program in the role of mentee and mentor.

Participate in a community. When I first joined NAIP, I was amazed that the giants (Wachter, Nelson, Whitcomb, Holman, Williams, Greeno, Howell, Huddleston, Wellikson, and on and on) were not only approachable, they were warm, friendly, interesting, and extraordinarily welcoming. The ever-expanding and evolving community at SHM continues that tradition and offers a forum to share innovative work, discuss common problems and solutions, contact world experts, or just find an empathetic ear. Working on toolkits and collaborative efforts with this community remains a real highlight of my career, and the source of several lasting friendships. So don’t be shy; step right up; and introduce yourself!

Avoid my past mistakes (this might be a long list). Random things you should try to avoid:

• Embracing tribalism – It is natural to be protective of your hospitalist group, and to focus on the injustices heaped upon you from (insert favorite punching bag here, such as the ED, orthopedists, cardiologists, nursing staff, evil administration penny pinchers). While some of those injustices might be real, tribalism, defensiveness, and circling the wagons generally makes things only worse. Sit down face to face, learn a little bit about the opposing tribe (both about their work, and about them as people), and see how much more fun and productive work can be.

• Storming out of a meeting with the CMO and CEO, slamming the door, etc. – not productive. Administrative leaders are doing their own juggling act and are generally well intentioned and doing the best they can. Respect that, argue your case, but if things don’t pan out, shake their hand, and live to fight another day.

• Using e-mail (evil-mail) to resolve conflict – And if you’re a young whippersnapper, don’t use Twitter, Facebook, Snapchat, or other social media to address conflict either!

• Forgetting to put patients first – Frame decisions for your group around what best serves your patients, not your doctors. Long term, this gives your group credibility and will serve the hospitalists better as well. SHM does this on a large scale with their advocacy efforts, resulting in more credibility and influence on Capitol Hill.

Make time for friends, family, fitness, fun, and reflection. A sense of humor and an occasional laugh when dealing with ill patients, hospital medicine politics, and the EMR all day provides resilience, as does taking the time to foster self-awareness and insight into your own weaknesses, strengths, and how you react to different stressors. A little bit of exercise and time with family and friends can go a long way toward improving your outlook, work, and life in general, while reducing burnout. Oh yeah, it’s also a good idea to choose a great life partner as well. Thanks, Michelle!
Me, at my best.

Vituity’s programs for career growth are here to illuminate and support your path forward. Our Fellowships are immersive programs that have launched the careers of industry leaders. And, our Innovation Grants nurture fresh ideas and implement them across Vituity sites nationally.

These and other Vituity programs can help you follow your passion—and achieve a personally meaningful career. Learn more at go.vituity.com/HMgrowth